
Be a part of a unique experience. 

Integrative medicine Energy healing Healing through the
senses Communication

Discover what
acupuncture and homeopathy
can do to improve your dog's
health.

Learn to heal your pets by
accessing universal energy
through Reconnective
Healing® and Reiki.  

Find out what Tellington
TTouch® and BCD oils can
do for your dog. 

Welcome to our second online event dedicated to holistic dog
health. This event will focus on various healing modalities that can
support your  dog's  health.   Our renowned group of speakers will
share their knowledge and experience about the importance of
supporting our pets using integrative medicine and the importance
of promoting self-healing. Our speakers are pioneers and experts
in their field with over 180 years of experience helping animals.
Get ready your questions ready for our live Q&A session. 

DOG LIFE MATTERS

@doglifematters1

@doglifematters1

doglifematters1

doglifematters@hotmail.com

12-09-2020
9am to 1pm (PT)

Master the ability to understand
your pet's needs and how to
effectively communicate with
them.

12-09-2020

Integrative medicine 
for dogs

ONLINE
CONFERENCE

Be a part of a unique experience. 

14th Nov

8:30am to 2pm
(PT)



ONLINE CONFERENCE
DEDICATED TO YOUR
DOG’S WELLBEING

DLM provides a space to share and exchange information,
knowledge, ideas and experiences regarding your dogs’
health. This network experience will help to foster a sense
of community and as a result, creating an engaging and rich
experience for attendees. Bite-sized presentations,
interviews and Q&As will help you get the most out of this
event.

Knowledge to chew on!

Listen to live presentations and interviews from
experienced and qualified experts in the field of canine
nutrition. Among our guests are best selling  authors,
veterinaries and some of your favourite content creators.

PRESENTATIONS & INTERVIEWS

Make the most of this unique opportunity to connect with
like-minded individuals from around the world as you would
in a real-life event. Pair up in one-on-one conversations via
live video.

VIRTUAL NETWORKING

Q&A SESSIONS

Visit vendor booths throughout the event, ask questions,
discover new products/services or network and discuss
worldwide business opportunities.

VENDOR BOOTHS
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Gather around our virtual tables to take advantage of our
Q&A sessions. Move into small breakout rooms to interact
and ask the experts your questions. 



They will disscuss:

VENDOR BOOTHS
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Dr Allen Schoen

Internationally recognised author and one
of the pioneers of integrative medicine. 
Acknowledged by his peers as one of the
fifteen most influential veterinarians in
North America.

Kathleen Prasad

Internationally recognized
as the leading expert in
Animal Reiki. Author of over
a dozen books and founder
of the Animal Reiki Source®.

Developing a TTouch® of trust
Animal communication. The art and science of
speaking their language
Benefits of CBD oils and what they can do for our dogs

Shelby Flinn

Shelby Flinn has been part
of the Pet Releaf family from
the beginning and learned
about the brand from Seed
to Sale and Plant to Pet.

Meet the
speakers

Reconnective Healing®: Your Dog Will Love You For it!
The secrets wisdom of Homeopathy
Animal Reiki - The power of meditation with your dog
Healing your pets through Acupuncture

Lisa Brown

Lisa is an internationally-
experienced Animal
Communicator, evidential
Medium and Energy
Healing Enthusiast.

Founder and president of
Tellington TTouch®. Linda has also
authored over 17 books and
delivers courses worldwide. 

Linda Tellington-Jones

Dr Eric Pearl &
Jillian

Dr Eric Pearl, Founder of
Reconnective Healing® and The
Reconnection® and Bestselling
Author. Jillian Fleer, Director of
Insight & Development for The
Reconnection®.

Registered veterinary
surgeon and
homeopath.  Author of 
The Complete Book of Cat
and Dog Health.

Lise Hansen



Schedule
Sessions

8.30 - 8.45

8.45 -9.45

11.15 - 12.15

12.15 -12.30

10.00 - 11.00
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Introductions and networking

Animal Reiki - The power of meditation
with your dog

Kathleen Prasad

The art to healing homeopathic treatments

Lise Hansen

9.45 -10.00

Benefits of CBD oils and what they
can do for our dogs

Shelby Flinn

Animal communication. The art and
science of speaking their language

11.00 - 11.15

Developing a TTouch® of trust

Linda Tellington-Jones  

Break, networking & booths

Break, networking & booths

Break, networking & booths

Healing your pets through acupuncture

Dr Allen Schoen
12.30 -13.30

Networking, booths & closing13.30 -14:00

Lisa Brown

Reconnective Healing®: Your Dog Will
Love You For it!

Dr Eric Pearl & Jillian


